
Amazon does everything wrong
Google does everything right
EXCEPT:

1. pubsub system  
2.  library-shelf system 
 – 2 out of the grand total of 3 things Amazon does better than Google 
    theory of architecture
3. platforms 

Je� Bezo’s: The Infamous Micro Manager & His Big Mandate:

1.  All teams will henceforth expose their data and functionality through service interfaces
2.  Teams must communicate with each other through these interfaces
3.  There will be no other form of interprocess communication allowed:  no direct linking, no   
     direct reads of another team's data store, no shared-memory model, no back-doors   
     whatsoever – only communication allowed is via service interface calls over the network
4.  It doesn't matter what technology they use.  HTTP, Corba, Pubsub, custom protocols --       
     doesn't matter
5.  All service interfaces must be designed from the ground up to be externalizable 
6.  Anyone who doesn't do this will be fired.

Amazon transformed culturally into a company that thinks about everything in a 
services-first fashion – fundamental to how they approach all designs.
 – it's the right thing because SOA-driven design enables Platforms

Discoveries made by Dev team:

(in response to services interfaces transformation)
1.  pager escalation gets way harder
2.  every single one of your peer teams suddenly becomes a potential DOS attacker.
3.  monitoring and QA are the same thing
4. to deal with the 100s of services, Amazon has a universal service registry where you can 
find out programmatically about every service, what its APIs are, if is currently up, and 
where

Why move into an extensible, programmable platform?

1.   infrastructure they'd built for selling and shipping books could be made into a    
     repurposable computing platform
2.  Bezos can’t always build the right thing - insight that he can't build one product and have   
     it be right for everyone, called Accessibility
        –  Accessibility failure: When software fails to be accessible to anyone for any reason – it  
  is the fault of the software/messaging of the idea

Golden Rule of Platforms:

"Eat Your Own Dogfood” aka "Start with a Platform, and Then Use it for Everything."
 

Google doesn’t do Platforms or Accessibility well:

– a product is useless without a platform
 – “platform-less product will always be replaced by an equivalent platform-ized   
      product”
 – ex. Google+ : a study in short-term thinking, based on the faulty notion that    
    Facebook’s success comes from building a great product – In fact, FB is successful   
    because they built an entire constellation of products by allowing other people to do  
    the work
– platforms solve accessibility thus, a platform is accessibility 
– will take massive cultural change for Google to catch up - they don’t do internal or external       
    service oriented platforms 
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